SNACKS

SHRIMP TOAST
SESAME, SCALLION, KARASHI MAYO  6

KOUIGN-AMANN
FRENCH LAYERED BREAD, SUN-DRIED TOMATO, WHIPPED LARDO BUTTER OR WHIPPED MARJORAM BUTTER  6

HUMMUS PROVENÇAL
CHICKPEA & PEPPER SPREAD, HAZELNUT TAHINI, QUAIL EGG, FENNEL POLLEN LAVASH 10

CROQUE MONSIEUR
BAYONNE HAM, DIJON, MORNAY SAUCE, RACLETTE 9

PEEKYTOE CRAB BEIGNETS
BACALAO, MASCARPONE, GREEN CHILE, CIDER AIOLI 12

CHEF’S SELECTION OF CHEESE
BRIOCHÉ, WHITE CHOCOLATE PISTACHIO SPREAD 15

TARTE FLAMBÉE
DOUBLE SMOKED BACON, FROMAGE BLANC, MELTED SHALLOTS, CHIVES 8

SMOKED SALMON PROFITEROLES
EVERYTHING SPICE, TOMATO VINAIGRETTE, DILL 7